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Fishcare Victoria Inc. 2014-15 

Fishcare Victoria has continued to grow throughout 2014-15 achieving some major milestones along 

the way. The organisation wishes to thank all of our wonderful supporters, partners and staff 

members but most importantly our volunteers who make this organisation tick. 

Fishcare has delivered more Fish Right Workshops in 2014-15 than ever before with 6026 Victorian 

school children and family holiday makers getting a thorough introduction to safe, responsible and 

sustainable fishing practices in Victoria. The organisation was also able to run 90 All Abilities Fishing 

Clinics throughout the year with over 750 members of our community, who would usually find 

fishing an inaccessible activity, given the opportunity to enjoy our great sport.  

Through improved financial management and spending efficiency Fishcare was able to significantly 

reduce administration costs in late 2014 enabling the organisation to hire Jacinta Early as our part 

time Port Phillip Regional Facilitator. This has been a major boost for the Port Phillip based Fishcare 

groups and Fishcare in general, taking our staff levels to 2.0 FTE. This is a direct result of our 

continued support from the Recreational Fishing Licence (RFL) Working Group as well as Fisheries 

Victoria which has given the organisation a sense of stability moving forward. 

Fishcare are thrilled to announce that they have recently had “That’s the thing about Fishing” 

(TTTAF) officially affiliate with the organisation. This is a major boost for the organisation as it will 

allow us to support the fantastic work the TTTAF volunteers have been doing using recreational 

fishing as a therapeutic activity for members of our community dealing with everyday issues. It has 

also boosted Fishcare’s membership in areas that have been depleted in recent years. We look 

forward to a thriving partnership that will grow through 2015-16. 

Fishcare have recently produced a new strategic plan to continue the steady progress made 

throughout 2013-15. Key goals for the coming 2 years are to closer align our educational activities 

and program with the Department and the Marine Discovery Centre, continue to build membership 

with a diverse range of volunteers, improve our communication with Victorian schools to build their 

understanding of the services we provide and to build Fishcare’s status throughout the Victorian 

community through a range of media. 

2014-15 has been a successful year for the organisation as we continue to develop, grow, learn and 

contribute to educating the broader community in the sustainable use of our aquatic environments 

and encourage every Victorian to get involved in recreational fishing. 
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Mission Statement 

Fishcare aims to be an effective volunteer group that encourages a responsible attitude towards the 
use of our fisheries resources and the protection of our aquatic environments ensuring their 
existence into the future. 
 
Objectives: 
 

 Encouraging anglers to adopt a responsible approach to fishing, and share in the care and 

management of our precious aquatic environments; 

 Promoting the use of “fish friendly tackle”, such as knotless nets, circle hooks, lead free sinkers 

and biodegradable fishing line that protect the integrity and future of our fisheries; 

 Provide community and school –based education programs that inform the community of 

recreational fishing regulations and the role they play in ensuring our fish stocks are sustainable; 

 Raising public awareness of the dangers to our fish and aquatic mammals caused by litter 

entering waterways; 

 Providing information on the problems of introduced plant and animal species and the harm 

they cause to aquatic habitats and fish stocks; 

 Provide support services to the Department of Environment & Primary Industries/Fisheries 

Victoria; 

 To develop a sense of ownership and responsibility amongst all users for the sustainable use of 

fish resources. 

 Supporting volunteers of the association with the knowledge and skills to participate in the 

program; 

 Raising money by gifts, subscriptions, sponsorship or grants, or otherwise as the committee sees 

fit, and to fund activities of the association in line with the objectives and rules of the 

association; 

 Respecting and adhering to the requirements of funding providers, as set out in the 

Memorandum 
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Presidents Report 2014-15 

Fishcare in Victoria has once again had a positive year with many forward steps taken. Fishcare has 

been able to concentrate on targets from the 2013-15 Action Plan and as such have employed a Port 

Phillip Regional Facilitator for three days a week and formed a mutually beneficial relationship with 

‘That’s The Thing About Fishing with Guru Glen and Nui Inc.’ I would like to welcome Jacinta Early 

our new Port Phillip Regional Facilitator and all the TTTAF members to the Fishcare family.  

It is with sadness that I and the Fishcare Victoria committee received a letter from Jeff and Jenni 

Green informing us they will no longer be members of Fishcare Mornington Peninsula & 

Westernport from the start of the 2015-2016 financial year. Jeff and Jenni have been the backbone 

of the Mornington Peninsula & Westernport group for many years and have been pivotal in forming 

Fishcare activities at The Portsea Camp and Environmental Schools Week at the Briars. These 

activities make up a large percentage of contacts for our ‘Fish Right with Fishcare’ project. We wish 

Jeff and Jenni all the best in their future endeavours, with their legacy at Fishcare to continue.   

I look forward to the next twelve months and the rise of Fishcare on the internet and social media. 

The ground work has been done on improving our website with more photographs, videos, an online 

registration system and interactive calendar. Our current Facebook and Twitter accounts will be 

joined by Instagram and our YouTube channel will contain an array of Fishcare videos. Make sure 

you ‘share’ and ‘like’ the Fishcare message whenever possible. 

The year has also seen our relationships with Fisheries Victoria, VR Fish and the many Catchment 

Management Authorities, local councils/shires, water corporations and like-minded organisations 

across the state grow and strengthen. I look forward to continuing to work with these many groups 

and start fresh relationships with individuals and groups as we cross paths.  

I would like to thank the following people within Fishcare Victoria and each and every member who 

helped spread the Fishcare message across the state of Victoria for their dedicated time and efforts. 

Thank you to our staff David Cleeland (State Coordinator), Jenny Allitt (East Gippsland Regional 

Facilitator), Jacinta Early (Port Phillip Regional Facilitator) and Donna Dicks (Book Keeper). Thank you 

to the Fishcare Victoria Committee Brian Tracey (Vice-president), Elysia Gustafson (Secretary) and 

Jared Tromp/Callum La Spina (Treasurer). Also, thank you to all the other members who have held a 

committee role within their regional groups for making Fishcare tick.  

I hope to see you all down at Lakes Entrance in August for our state conference as we get to explore 

the wonders of East Gippsland. Thanks again for the past year.   

Justin Harzmeyer   
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Treasurer’s Report 

Fishcare Victoria Inc. has had another strong year financially due to the continued support of the 

Recreational Fishing Licence (RFL) Working Group and Fisheries Victoria. The concern for the 

organisation is that we are virtually 100% reliant on the RFL funds. In the coming financial years 

Fishcare must diversify our income stream to build our resilience and to demonstrate value for 

money to the RFL Working Group. 

Fishcare took the positive step of managing our own payroll through Deskabooks Bookkeeping in 

Warrnambool which has significantly reduced administration costs which has so far proven a much 

more cost effective method. We now have a payroll account and control the timesheets, payslips, 

leave entitlements and group certificates of our employees.    

Income & Expenditure 

Income for the 2014-15 financial year totalled $233,389 with the majority being the $185,760 

received from the RFL as the 2nd year of our 5 year Annual Revenue Project. Other notable income 

was generated through the 3rd year of the RFL FRW funding of $32,850 

Expenditure for the year totalled $241,831, with the major expenditure items being payroll 

$140,669.65, staff on-costs $18,614, volunteer travel $9,742, volunteer training $7,367.27 and 

insurance $5,645. 

Small Grants 

Fishcare Victoria attracted a number of small grants throughout the financial year including the  

South West Community Fund – Fishcare South West Mobile Education Unit $2,300 

RFL Small Grants for the Green Tackle Guide and Estuary Perch Weigh your Catch rulers $8,727 

Fishcare Service fees for various events $3,755 

Investments 

Fishcare Victoria has continued to invest un-utilised project funds throughout the course of the year 

in short term deposits with Westpac. This year the organisation has managed to earn $1,984 despite 

dropping interest rates.  

Assets 

Fishcare Victoria have continued to build an asset register a lot of not for profits would envy. This 

year the organisation has purchased a shipping container for storage in Warrnambool as well as 

further computer items for our new facilitator.  Please see the depreciation schedule on page 20. 

Public fund 

Fishcare Victoria has made fantastic progress throughout 2014-15 in utilising the public fund. This 

year we have attracted $1,559.25 of donations directly to the fund from a variety of sources such as 

local business, community organisations and schools who want to support the program. 

Please see the Profit & Loss, Bank Statements and Reconciliation Report on pages 12 & 13. 
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State Coordinators Report 

What a year! New partners, new affiliations, a new staff member and more participants than ever 

before. Fishcare Volunteers around the state need to be congratulated for their brilliant efforts in 

ensuring that recreational fishing is pitched to the broader community in a safe, responsible and 

sustainable manner, using RFL funds to build the future of our sport and ensuring the broader 

community respect and conserve our aquatic environments into the future. 

We welcome aboard Jacinta Early, straight of a tall ship on the Hudson River in New York, Jacinta has 

returned home and hit the ground running with her sights on making our educational activities more 

interactive, informative and enjoyable for all our participants. It has been a breath of fresh air to 

have another staff member involved since February 2015, and we look forward to Jacinta’s 

continued enthusiasm and positivity that has proved a fantastic asset to the team. 

 “That’s the Thing about Fishing” are a recently incorporated volunteer based association based on 

the Mornington Peninsula and Geelong regions. After extensive negotiations the Fishcare Victoria 

Committee have been thrilled to officially affiliate with TTTAF enabling a mutually beneficial 

relationship grow over the coming years. Welcome to the team guys. 

The 2014-15 focus for our Fish Right Workshop program in Victorian schools and community events 

was quality rather than quantity. Despite this the fantastic efforts of all our volunteers and staff has 

seen us eclipse our 2013-14 tally with 6026 kids taking part through the program for the year, 

making it a record breaking year for the organisation. Volunteers have enjoyed more training, and a 

broader spectrum of events to attend. 

Throughout 2014-15 Fishcare have also been able to deliver more All Abilities Clinics than ever 

before. Thanks to support from Lynette & Trevor Hogan, Launching Way Boat Ramp and Parks 

Victoria our Melbourne based volunteers, primarily the tireless Remy Baya, have delivered 90 All 

Ability Workshops for a variety of groups catering for people of all abilities and particularly focused 

on those who may not be able to manage a fishing trip on their own. With over 1500 participants 

this financial year, and planned growth in other regions for 2015-16 it is a program that we will 

continue to focus on and develop.  

Fishcare continues to take steady progress as we grow and continues to be a great place to work. I 

have thoroughly enjoyed my role in the organisation over the past 12 months and want to thank first 

and foremost our volunteers who throw themselves into our work with such passion and enthusiasm 

enabling us to achieve our goals throughout the year. You guys make this job fun! 

A special thanks to the Fishcare Victoria Committee consisting of Justin Harzmeyer, Brian Tracey, 

Callum La Spina, Mitch McMaster, Maxzena Fuller, John McNeight, Sam Stewart, Martin Nathan 

Jenni and Jeff Green as well as all the other members to attend and have input into our committee 

meetings, it cannot be understated how valuable the input and feedback is. Our two fantastic 

regional facilitators Jenny Allitt and Jacinta Early who have both filed their roles and then some.  

Lastly I must thank our funders and supporters in the RFL Working Group for their continued 

financial support of the program. Fisheries Victoria, in particular Richard Rogala, Taylor Hunt, Leanne 

Gunthorpe, Anthony Forster, Brian Mottram and Troy Duthie for their support and guidance 

throughout the year.  We look forward to further collaboration and support of each other 

throughout 2015-16. 

Dave Cleeland 
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East Gippsland Regional Facilitators Report 

One of the biggest achievements during the 2014/2015 financial year has been the employment of, 

Jacinta Early, the new Port Phillip Facilitator. It’s fantastic to have staff member servicing the 

metropolitan area after such a long time without facilitation. To have a State Coordinator and two 

regional facilitators employed in the Fishcare program is a major positive for the organisation and 

will enable the continued strengthening Fishcare across the state. Welcome Jacinta! 

Dave Cleeland, the State Co-ordinator continues his good work in strengthening Fishcare Victoria, 

especially in the areas of governance. Dave continues to create new valuable partnerships with key 

recreational fishing bodies as well as addressing other main priorities that are stated in the 2013-15 

Action Plan. With lots of challenges within some of these key areas we hope you keep up the great 

work Dave. 

Well done to the President, Justin Harzmeyer, who despite full time employment and a “terrible 

two” year old works tirelessly with the Fishcare State Committee and Fishcare program. Justin 

contributes a lot of his volunteer time to Fishcare Victoria and his efforts are greatly appreciated.  

Also a special thanks to Brian Tracey as Vice President whose valuable efforts during the year are 

greatly appreciated. Congratulations to Elysia Gustafson and Callum La Spina for taking on the 

positions of Secretary and Treasurer, as young guys they have learnt a lot and made an extremely 

valuable contribution to the organisation.  

Working with Elysia for the first time at Tidal River in the training and delivery of the Fish Right 

Workshops will have lasting memories for me, her vibrant energetic approach to the Fishcare 

workshops as well as her ability to listen and contribute made her such a wonderful volunteer and 

an asset to any organisation. It was sad to see her leave as a Fishcare Volunteer this year but also 

wonderful to see her pursue and secure an amazing marine research job position in Port Douglas. 

Big congratulations to the Fishcare Central Highlands for hosting a successful state conference in 

Ballarat this year, which was enjoyed by all. State conferences are a must for everyone to get 

together every year, share ideas and enjoy everyone’s company as well as learn specific skills and 

knowledge from the local guest speakers. Now up to Fishcare East Gippsland to host this year’s 

conference and hopefully keep up with the great standard set by Central Highlands Fishcare in 

August 2014. 

Well done to the Fishcare South West, Fishcare Mornington Peninsula and Westernport, Fishcare 

Melbourne and Fishcare Central Highlands volunteers for their wonderful efforts in delivering Fish 

Right Workshops as well as attending and supporting community events across the state of Victoria.  

A great effort by all and a big thank you for everyone’s contribution. 

Finally, a special thank you to the Fishcare East Gippsland Committee for their support and to each 

of the Fishcare East Gippsland Volunteers for all their tireless efforts in delivering Fish Right 

Workshops, supporting the  Noweyung Fishing Group along with all the school and community 

events that we attended during this year. 

Hope to see everyone at our state Conference. 

Warm Regards, 

Jenny 
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Port Phillip Regional Facilitator’s Report 

Since starting with Fishcare in mid-February; it has been a whirlwind that I am glad to be a part of. 

Not only have started a new job but we have started a lot of things for Fishcare Melbourne from 

scratch. It has been a steep but satisfying learning curve, doing things that I haven’t had to do 

before.  I have been able to experience the way various Fishcare groups and volunteers have gone 

about running clinics and doing in school programs which have given me an understanding of how 

Fishcare functions.  

One of the main things that people have wanted from me is to ensure that we get more volunteers. I 

have advertised volunteer positions for Fishcare Melbourne and Mornington Westernport on 

various websites and university recruitment sites including GoVolunteer, RMIT, VU, Melbourne 

University, Victoria University, Monash University, Seek Volunteer and LaTrobe. Fishcare Melbourne 

are now meeting consistently with newly recruited members as well as some seasoned pros.  

Establishment of a uniform register was something that I wanted to have implemented, one because 

I wanted to have a complete understanding of whereabouts all the Fishcare uniforms/gear were and 

two, it would ensure that all uniforms were accounted for. With the use of the register we would be 

able to clarify exactly what we should be giving out to new volunteers.  

One thing I definitely am looking forward to is the implementation and development of a few RFL 

grants I am working on. The first one being the Green Tackle guide with Dave which was one of the 

first tasks I started working on with him. The other being increasing awareness on the Murray Cod 

closed seasons with posters, brochures and possibly coasters too.  

For the future I am definitely going to add and modify Fishcare’s in class educational activities to 

diversify our material that is more applicable to school programs. I have developed a fish-parts 

puzzle where people have to put the fish back together with an understanding of their different 

scientific names and uses. Another one is to enable people to have a better understanding of why 

fisheries regulations exist and for them to use a stock of educational material to come up with 

catchment regulations.  

Hopefully there will be plenty more to come in the future and I look forward to developing more 

activities and environmental protection in the name of Fishcare. 

 

Jacinta Early 
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Fish Right Workshops 2014-15 

Fishcare’s Fish Right Workshop project funded through the RFL has now completed it’s second of a 

three year agreement. This year the organisation was again able to build on last year’s numbers 

passing 6000 participants for the first time. With another staff member now involved in Melbourne 

we expect to see this continue to grow throughout 2015-16. 

Table 1. Fish Right Workshops 2014-15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Displays the outputs of all of our regional groups with fantastic contributions coming from 

right around the state. Mornington Peninsula and Westernport again led the way with over 2500 

participants for the year thanks to Jenni and Jeff Green’s tireless efforts.  

It has been really pleasing to see Fishcare Central Highlands and Fishcare South West continue to 

increase their outputs throughout the year as well as being very generous in attending events 

outside their regions to help out when necessary.  

 

 

Nungurner Primary near Lakes Entrance kids enjoying a Fish Right Workshop in autumn this year. 

 

  Workshops Contacts 
Vol. 
Hours 

Vols. 
Involved 

Victoria 17 501 140 19 

Melbourne 11 219 122 23 

Central Highlands 50 731 506 87 

MPW 169 2602 272 41 

EG 93 1755 504.5 114 

SW 12 218 58 24 

Totals 352 6026 1602.5 308 
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